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Points to discuss

1. Hardware description and compatibility
2. Conversion factors to consider
3. Processes to use
4. Demonstrate boot up times of unconverted and converted 8+ year old 

desktops and laptops
5. Success stories and Q+A



Hardware explanation

Connections

SATA + power

Form factor

Only laptop 2.5” size

Adapting for use in a Desktop

Using bay converter bracket









Why switch to SSDs?

Weight - no motor present to spin platters at 5400 or 7200 rpm

Power consumption - uses less power 

More rugged - no moving parts 

Speed - approximately 5x the speed of a traditional hard drive

Fragmentation - not a factor on SSD drives



Price!







It’s not all roses…..

Personally ran into issue with Intel NVMe SSDs in brand new 8th gen. HP laptops.  

Microsoft released a patch (2+ weeks later) that resolved the issue

No real public acknowledgement until fix was released

Adapters for newest style drives only now becoming common



So you want to convert - now what?

Several important steps to consider during this process:

1. Clone over or start fresh? (Imaging is faster too!)
2. Software programs that make the process go smoothly

a. EaseUS TODO Backup - clone from a booted drive!
b. Laplink
c. Others?

3.     Hardware to streamline the process - external cables, hard drive docks

Remember power cable for a 
3.5” drive!



Laptop and desktop demos

Desktop model - HP rp5700 w/ 3GB memory and Intel Core 2 Duo processor

Approximately 9.5 years old

Laptop model - HP ProBook 6550b w/ 4GB memory and 1st gen i5 processor

Approximately 8 years old (obvious battery issues)



Results - booting to the login screen

Desktop w/ standard 7200rpm desktop hard drive - 
varies between 1:01, 55 seconds, 28 seconds

Laptop w/ standard 7200rpm laptop hard drive - varies 
between 33 seconds and 22 seconds



Results - booting to the login screen 

Desktop w/ Sandisk Ultra 3D SSD 256GB - 15.5 seconds



Results - booting to the login screen

Laptop w/ Sandisk Ultra 3D SSD 256GB - 15.4 seconds



Factors

Once logged in on both laptops and desktops, responsiveness was almost 
immediate with SSDs. Computers with standard drives still needed “extra time” 
after login to be ready to operate.

For comparison: New HP Prodesk G4 with 8th gen i5 processor and NVMe 256GB 
drive boot time 9.2 seconds







Adding an M.2 drive into a converter like this will still 
run into the SATA bottleneck and will not provide the 
full speed available to that type of drive!



School district and college campus benefits...

Might be an easier pitch to make to management to purchase and clone / image 
SSDs at $50 each vs. buying new computer at $500-$1000 - even if just for the 
short term

These drives can be moved to another machine later - they are not permanently 
soldered to motherboard (this process cannot be done on certain models)

This allows you to get most use out of long-lasting warranty as possible







Positive feedback

Numerous instances of positive feedback across our campus.

We find 256GB SSD adequate for most needs due to unlimited Google Drive 
storage space - majority of users not using over 100GB

Love letters say it all…...



Testimonials



In the news……

https://www.pcmag.com/article/297758/ssd-vs-hdd-whats-the-difference

https://www.pcmag.com/article/297758/ssd-vs-hdd-whats-the-difference


Other resources

https://www.crucial.com/usa/en/store-ssd-10-reasons-to-buy

https://www.pcmag.com/article/358283/why-your-next-pc-should-have-an-ssd

https://www.crucial.com/usa/en/store-ssd-10-reasons-to-buy
https://www.pcmag.com/article/358283/why-your-next-pc-should-have-an-ssd


Article from 2011 - cnet.com



Questions?



Thank you so much 
for attending our                      

session!!


